HENLEY ARCHAEOLOGICAL & HISTORICAL GROUP
VERNACULAR BUILDINGS RESEARCH

Parish/County: Henley-on-Thames
Street and House name: 81 Bell Street
Formerly pt. of 77-81 ‘The Bear’

Owners: lea international
Recorder: Ruth Gibson 2007/8
Updated: 30.10.09

Listing grade and entry text, 1974 Henley Greenback: Grade II C15 to C17. Timber framed
building with the Bear PH occupying the southern part. Painted roughcast and brick façade. Old tiled roof with
4 gables to road. 2 storeys and 1 window in each gable.
Bear PH: 1st floor has 2 windows of 5 and 3 lights, leaded panes, probably partly original. Ground floor
underbuilt in brick with modern windows. Carriageway arch to north has timber framing visible in walls. Long
rear range set at right angles, timber framed with brick infilling and part weather boarded . Of 1, 1 ½ and 2
storeys
Northern part, No. 81 1st floor has 2 canted bays, probably late C17, gabled with mock timbering and later
leaded glazing. Windows have timber mullions and transom. Ground floor has 2 small early C19 shop fronts
with glazing bars, northern most with flat bow and engraved glass panes

The rear range of No. 81 has been dated to 1438, enlarge in 1589/90. Dendro
work by Dan Miles, Oxford Dendrochronology Laboratory.

East elevation of the former ‘BEAR’ P.H.
No 81 is on the r.h. side with the two first floor canted bay windows
N.B the above Listing Entry assumes that only the southern part of the building was ‘The
Bear’. Although this had been the case at the time of Listing, it is not borne out by the
physical and documentary evidence. There is a connecting door between the two central first
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floor chambers; furthermore the cellar – essential for a P.H. and documented as existing in
1683 – lies exclusively below No. 81.

Historic evidence in the form of the inventory of John Dolton of 19.12.1683 describes the
five lodging chambers still very much in evidence across the whole front range today.
This does not exclude the possibility that later on during the decline of horse drawn traffic
the southern part was separated off and was turned into shops, a tea room and residential
accommodation (as shown in a c.1900 photograph of Ann Cottingham’s ‘The Hostelries of
Henley’, also see pages 48 -52 for its documented history)

Description of the building
N.B. Please use the attached schematically drawn block plan for identification of the
various parts of the building mentioned in the text. The numbers refer to the bays, which are
the traditional spaces between the principal supporting timbers such as the roof trusses and
wall posts. The numbers are not in chronological order, but simply reflect access for
recording purposes obtained to the building over a period of several years. – Please, also see
attached Glossary for technical terms.
No 81 occupies the northern part of the building immediately to the r.h. side of the carriage
arch. It consists of two buildings of very different building phases. Please see block plan of
the site for identification of numbered bay into which timber framed buildings are divided by
the principal supporting timbers such as wall posts and roof trusses.

The Front Range
Plan form and construction:
This range consists of a two storey, timber framed building with basement cellar below. It is
reached by two steps up 0.26 m from street level. It has two rooms on each floor. The
building is constructed with its two gable ends on to the road, following the pattern of the
gabled roofs at Nos. 77/79. There is a short section of roof, which runs parallel to the street,
built across the back part of the two central gables, i.e. those of 79 and 81. This allows for
roof access over the rafters between Bays II and III, another sign of common ownership.
There is a short step up between the adjoining wall plates of Bay II and Bay III, showing that
the two were separately built, each with its own framed walls, abutting each other. Although
the trusses are of a similar crown strut type, the difference in quality of timbers and carpentry
indicates quite a time lag between the roofs of No 81 and those of Nos. 77-79. Whilst the
trusses of Bay II may date from the mid-late 15th C. (see photo in main report P.10) those of
Bays III and IV are probably of 17th C. date.
The wall framing of No. 81 has straight braces and some second-hand timbers are used,
clearly not meant to be seen, although now exposed partly internally and partly at first floor
level of the external north wall, where a former adjoining building was removed to create an
access for the Adam Court development in the 20th C.(see 1878 O.S map for evidence).
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The photographs below show the difference as well as similarity in truss construction
between the south range of Nos. 77/79 and the roof over the front range of No. 81

Part of bays V with elegantly curved timbers;
the feet of the crown struts are just visible at
the apex of the tie beams, before they
disappear into the modern ceiling. Clearly
built to impress the occupants of this large 1st
floor chamber.

Straight, narrow braces in the wall
between front and back range, Bay IVb

Simple collar and crown strut in loft of
Bay IV, clearly not meant to be seen.
The structure behind the truss is a modern
ventilation shaft.

The blocked door between Nos. 81 and 79,
the ‘Middle Chamber’ and the ‘Chamber
over the gate house’ of John Dolton’s
inventory of 1683.

There are two canted bay windows at first floor level, jettied out above the ground floor,
clearly built to impress. At ground floor level the bays have individual 19th cent. shop
windows and entrance doors; below the northern bay window is an opening with a shute to
the cellar, covered by an iron grille.
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The Ground Floor is subdivided by a timber stud wall into two shops with separate access
doors and shop windows. The southern room, Bay III has a large stack in the west wall with a
cupboard on the right. This walk-in cupboard retains remnants of what probably was a
winder staircase attached to the stack masonry. This is a traditional location for 16th and 17th
stairs; it would have been removed when the later dog-leg stairs were built in Bay VIb to
serve both the front and back ranges.
Both rooms have exposed transverse beams
with chamfers and step stop, similar to those
in the cellar.

Chamfer and stop in ceiling beam

Pos. remnants of winder stair next to stack

Both rooms have timber framed walls of posts and narrow studs which form the support for
either wattle and daub or lath and plaster infill (not visible). There is timber stud wall
between the two ground floor rooms. Neither of these wall timbers were probably meant to
be seen when first built; only the ceiling beams have decorative chamfers and stops.

Ground floor partition wall between Bays
III and IV

First floor north wall with partial
view of fire place.
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The First Floor rooms follow the same sub-divisions as those of the lower floor. Access is
up several steps, from the landing in the back range, through an opening next to the stack.
The F.P. in Bay III is blocked, that of Bay IV looks like a 20th C. one, but probably replaces
an earlier F.P.
Unusually there is no stack/fire place in the north g.f. room, nor any signs of how the 1st floor
one is supported, but the alterations to the outside/north wall to compensate for the
demolition of the adjoining buildings, may account for this.
The blocked door in the south wall of the southern chamber (Bay III a) is made of moulded
planks, cut down to fit the opening. The Dolton Inventory taken by John Darby and John
Beard in 1683 also shows how they walked from one chamber to the next, five in total.
Among other things they noted down the implements needed for a fire place, i.e. ‘iron dogs’
or ‘anirons’. Three of the 5 rooms had fire places, as they still have – although not in use –
only the ‘Chamber above the gate house’ and the ‘Little Chamber’ behind it had no fire
places then as now.
The Basement Cellar.
This is located under bays III and IV and measures approximately 7.90 m by 5.90 m. It is
divided into two spaces, both have large transverse beams of heavy scantling (10” or 25 cm
width) with chamfers and step stops (very similar to those of the first floor ceiling timbers)
and plain joists of c 4” or 10 cm width. The visible walls are mostly of rough, un-coursed
flints, with some brickwork. Much is hidden below modern cement tanking of walls and
floor. This basement is now accessed by either the trap door set in the stone paving of the
carriage way or by a short flight of steep brick steps with timber nosing from a low door in
the south facing wall of No. 81.

Trap door above.

Stairs from door north door under carriage arch

However, there are signs of another, possible previous access in the back wall of Bay IV.
This is in the form of short brick courses with timbers between them, set back in a niche,
which may once have formed steps. This might have given access to the basement
from the area where the modern stairs are located. The timber studs visible in the east wall
next to those stairs may once have been a doorframe.
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Possible former stair recess and steps in
the west wall of the basement
Pos. former doorway in the back wall of
the front range? Bay VI b

At the back of Bay III is a tall relieving brick arch for the stack above. Adjoining it to the
north one can see a post, rail and studs above a flint plinth. The panels have lath & plaster
infill.

Bay III, back wall of rear range next to the masonry of the relieving arch with brick
coving for the central stack. Clunch chalk blocks on the side of the stack.
Timber framing in rear gable wall between Bays III b and medieval Bay VI a.
Whilst the other cellar walls are built of masonry this recessed upper part of the wall is timber
framed and may be part of the medieval rear range or part of the 17th C. rear wall.
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Carriage archway
between Bell Street and
courtyard of the former
BEAR PH

Low plank door to the
basement/cellar with
small door above. Was
this a storage cupboard or
- as it is next to the large
central stack – access to a
smoking loft ?
The trap door barrel
cellar access set into the
flag stones.

The Back Range
Plan form and construction: This range lies directly behind the front rooms, also built
gable-end to the street. It follows the slight curve of the burgage plot. It was a separate
structure and there is still a gap of c. 8 “ to 12”, best seen in the loft, where the two timber
framed walls stand close to each other under separate roofs. The gap is covered by a short
lean-to roof. Below, where the later stairs have been inserted one can also still see two corner
posts, but much of the rear timber frame of the walls is missing. Its floor level is 0.59 m
below that of the raised floor of the front range and 0.40 m below the rear ground level. This
difference in internal and external ground levels alone shows that the back range is of an
early date and that the yard levels have increased over time
The back range consists of two different building phases. The first, located on the south side,
was a small medieval hall of two unequal bays of c. 2.20 m (VI a) and c. 3.30 m (VII a)
length respectively.
The range runs east-west, but at a considerable angle, resulting in a wedge shape. Its western
gable end measures c.3.10 m and the eastern one 4.45 m. This unusual plan is very likely due
to the constraints imposed by the burgage plot itself and possibly pre-existing buildings on
the site. - This part of the rear range has been dendro dated to a felling date of 1438 by Dan
Miles of the Oxford Dendro Lab, December 2008.
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The small medieval building was later extended to the north, almost doubling its width, with
a taller and wider roof over both parts, but retaining some of the earlier roof timbers. This
unusual sideways extension has been dendro dated to 1589/90.
Part of the original framing of the former hall survives and is visible, mainly in the form of
wall posts and one existing arch brace plus evidence of others. There are three large wall
posts in the south wall and substantial parts of two in the north wall. The most impressive
one is the south/west corner post, of 6 x 8” ( 15 by 20 cm) scantling (timber size) with a long
arch brace rising from it to the wall plate. One can still clearly see the small recess (called a
scotch) cut into the upper part of the post. This would have served to hold the prop keeping
the post in position during erection of the prepared timber members. Several scotch marks
can still be seen in other main posts of the building ranges.

South-west corner of the small medieval
hall or kitchen

Close-up of the corner post showing the
cut recess or scotch for propping the c. 4 m
post during construction. Also visible are
the three pegs, securing the arch brace.

The central post also preserves its scotch, but has lost most of its lower end where new
brickwork has been inserted. It is, however, complete with yowl and brace, still very visible
in the first floor south room together with its opposite partner in the former north wall, which
now stands in the centre of the first floor dividing wall. The post has lost its brace, but the
long slot which once held it is still there. Both braces may have formed a shallow arch
together with the tie beam above (as illustrated in the perspective drawing) or may have been
longer and reached up to the collar in a tall arch brace. This would have been an impressive
feature viewed from the ground floor before the building was altered in 1590 and again when
the existing floors and ceilings were inserted and the building ceased its use as an open hall.
All timbers in the loft are smoke blackened and even the gloss painted timbers at first floor
level still show signs of heavy smoke incrustation; i.e. such as at the north-east corner post of
which the top part is visible next to the first floor steps between back and front ranges.
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Top of north/east corner post of hall.
Central north wall post of hall, now at first
Below its thick yowl head is the deep slot,
floor level in mid- building. Its yowl
which once held a wide brace. The peg
head has the slot of a brace, cut off to
holes to the left would have held another
allow for headroom. The wall plate with
long brace; both together forming the corner mortise slots of the former back wall studs
of the small medieval hall of 1438.
just visible in its underside.

This part of the once massive post survives well. The wide yowl head measuring 14”or
36cm across forms the top of the post with its large slots of two former braces just below.
These braces would have been removed when the rear stairs were inserted in Bay VIb, as
they as well as the wall studs would have blocked the access between the two parts of the
building.
Originally the substantial braces would have secured the corner post to the eastern tie beam
and northern wall plate. Both of these still exist; a tie beam is visible in the attic and the wall
plate, with its empty mortises in its soffit (underside) can be seen from below and clearly
shows where the studs once formed the frame for the wattle& daub panels of the north wall.
What is left of this former outside wall now divides the south and north first floor rooms.

The Loft: The first roof over the narrow medieval hall was partly replaced, when the
building was widened, but sufficient timbers of the 1438 hall remain, especially in the south
roof, such as purlins, wall plates and rafters, which were simply increased in length with
additional rafters of the same scantling jointed at the backs of the supporting purlins
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Sooted purlin in south roof supporting a
rafter on its back which has been extended
by splicing two timbers together. Note the
tongue of the upper rafter projecting just
below the horizontal purlin. Both this
purlin and lower rafters have been dated to
1438.

Sooted queen strut truss with clasped
purlin between collar and rafters in
north side of the roof, part of the
1590s enlargement.

The hall was extended northwards in or shortly after 1590 and now measures some 8.50m at
its eastern gable end and 6.70 m at its western one.
The trusses of the extended hall now consist of a double purlin roof with queen struts and
stub collars at the lower level and full width collars at the higher level, both clasping the
purlins. Only the central Truss has lower through purlins, which are supported by raking
struts. The rafters lie flat on top of the purlins, held with pegs. They measure 3” by 5”- 5½”
and are laid at c.12” or 30 cm intervals. Both end trusses are closed with stud work and
wattles and daub, which is only partly intact and has allowed smoke to escape into the loft of
bay IV.
The use of some second hand timbers is evident, e.g the stub collar of the western truss is
heavily weathered as well as sooted on both faces; there are notches cut into two of the queen
struts, which although aligned, don’t appear to have had a function. The extended south tie
beam section of the central truss has been dated to 1500; clearly a second hand timber reused in 1590. A deep groove on its top also illustrates a previous, different use.
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Central tie beam, extended with a
scarf joint, which has moved apart
subsequently by about 1 foot
shearing the timber peg.
It is unusual to weaken the tie beam
by not using a single timber to span
the width and thereby tie the building
together. However as a 8 m length
was needed here, the documented
shortage of timbers in the 1590 may
have been the reason for this as well
as the lengthening of the common
rafters.
All the additional roof timbers are sooted as well, therefore the use as an open hall or kitchen
with open hearth must have continued for a considerable time. Interestingly the evidence of
smoke blackening in the attic of Bay IV indicates the continued use of the open hearth into
possibly the mid 17th century.
When the hall was finally chambered over second hand timbers were again used; the most
striking and very unusual one is the transverse joist in the ground floor ceiling. It has an
elaborately carved end, which might have been made for a jetty, but was it ever used for that
purpose? It does not appear to have suffered from weathering, as the chamfer and mouldings
are still crisp, but it may have been well protected by its location below an overhanging floor
or roof. The underside is very rough and does not look as if it was meant to have been seen.
Was it resting on a wall and out of sight or was it hacked back to allow for better head height,
clearly needed here? To the south it was extended with a plain and undecorated joist with
empty mortises below. Perhaps a signs of former studs for a dividing wall or perhaps more
evidence of 2nd hand timbers, not at all unusual in the late Elizabethan age.
Carved transverse ceiling joist
holding up the low ground floor
ceiling between bays VI b and
VII b. It is clearly re-used.
A plain joist has been jointed in
to lengthen the timber needed
to span the ceiling up to the
south wall. The joint has been
supported by a post
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Sketches of two end roof trusses in the
rear bay of No. 81. The roof was
extended sideways and upwards in
1590, but part of the 1438 roof
structure survives with its principals
and common rafters and purlins on the
south side.
The sketch on the left also shows the
formerly external wall post (next to the
later brick stack) of the 1438 medieval
open hall or kitchen. This post still
supports the wall plate with its empty
rafter seatings), since 1590 running
through the centre of the attic floor and
supporting the ‘new’ Tudor period tie
beam. .
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Floor plan, by owners Lea International, annotated
with locations of posts and ceiling beam - not
measured – by Ruth Gibson.

NB : Numbering of bays for
identification purposes only.

For discussion and suggested building sequences of ‘The Bear’ please see separate report:
‘Discussion on Building Dates’
© Ruth Gibson, BA IHBC, 2009/2015
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